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The New Edition

How does the QFP
ualification aid your
professional development?
Read how and why the QFP qualification can be useful for your professional
development as well as your team's.

International Spotlight:
World Franchise Council Meeting, Cairo

We get the low down from our CEO, Pip Wilkins, who attended the WFC meeting and

Find out what the bfa
staff have been up to!

Top Tips to Keep Your
Branding on Point

the Middle East and North Africa International Franchise & License Exhibition (MIFE
2018) in sunny Cairo earlier this month

Last month's competition winner Annabel Dunster of Hamilton Pratt
provides us with tips for brand awareness

EWIB
8:
Summary

Q&A

ServiceMaster
We ask one of our longest standing members some questions
on their journey in franchising and within bfa membership

From the key note speech from Prof. Tanya
Byron to a leadership discussion panel read all about it here!

How franchisee
engagement can
make or break
a business
We speak to Julie Clabby of Busylizzy on the successes of
engaging regularly with franchisees

Kickstart your
9
brand exposure
Learn more about the Specialist Seminar:
Creating an Impact with Digital Marketing,
Annual General Meeting and the Chairman’s
Christmas Party on the 6th December

Turn to page 5 tp read about our new digital marketing campaign, New You, New Career - and find
out how to contribute and gain exposure

International
Spotlight
World Franchise Council Meeting - Cairo
bfa CEO Pip Wilkins attended the World Franchise Council meeting and Middle East and North
Africa International Franchise & License Exhibition (MIFE 2018) in Cairo earlier this month,
below Pip gives a run down on what was discussed and the future of franchising globally

So firstly, what is the WFC?
It’s an association made up of 47 national associations from around the world and was formed back in 1994 with the aim to
protect and promote the growth of franchising internationally and encourage the development of franchise association in other
countries where they do not yet exist. Its other principal objective is the facilitation of know-how and best practice between its
members.
In essence, meetings are a cross between a Board Meeting, where we receive reports, updates and the Council vote on different
decisions to be made, and a Forum, to discuss hot topics on the agendas of the different associations worldwide.
Like most associations the WFC has a governance structure to ensure certain areas of work are carried out between meetings.
The General Secretariat (Egypt) coordinates and communicates work carried out by the Vice Secretariats and organises the
administration of the bi-annual meetings. The Vice Secretariats are:
· Finance Affairs (Britain) - invoicing, presenting the finances at each meeting, ad hoc payments and strategic advice on finances.
· Communication (Australia) – hosting and updating of the WFC’s web site, presenting a report of website activity at each
meeting.
· Information (USA) - collection and distribution of international franchise data for the benefit of WFC members.
· Legal (Brazil) – preparation of legal reports to be presented at each meeting with any updates on pending or existing legislation
in the world.
There is also a Task Force to carry out strategic work under the instruction of the Council that submits proposals back for overall
approval.
Continue over to the next page for the overview and highlights of the meeting >
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International
Spotlight
World Franchise Council Meeting - Cairo
The Meeting
This time around we were hosted by the Egyptian Franchise Development Association
(EFDA) at The Nile Ritz Carlton Hotel in Cairo. Generally, our meetings are schedule to
take place alongside an event in the host country and this meeting was no different
with the Middle East and North Africa International Franchising and Licensing
Exhibition (MIFE) taking place at the same time. I’m pleased to say that our
contribution to this part of the event saw Simon take home a certificate of
appreciation from EFDA.
The WFC meeting itself attracted representation from 30 of the national franchise
associations. It is difficult to summarise the meeting in a paragraph or two so I have
bullet pointed instead some of the highlights of the discussions and decisions that took
place.
- Belarus were accepted as a new member bringing the number of countries within the
WFC to 47;
- A new internal policy document was adopted for email and WhatsApp
communications – this may seem trivial, but for Simon and I to no longer be woken
up at all hours of the day and night for insignificant things, this was a big decision!
- A Worldwide Survey was agreed to be conducted where each national association
will survey their members to establish main areas of concern for businesses, value of
programmes and activities and what new services could and should be offered;
- Our Vice Secretariat roles were re-elected and confirmed and Portugal were elected
at the new Task Force Chair;
- Proposals were discussed for the introduction of a new Vice Secretariat focused on
Ethics and this will be reviewed in Madrid next year;
The meeting also received the Vice Secretariat reports on communications, finance, legal and information where we reviewed a government relations
reference library internal document.
Once the general business of the meeting was out of the way we received two presentations, one from Jason Gehrke of the Franchise Council of
Australia (FCA) on running successful franchise conventions. The other, an external presentation on the settlement of legal disputes through
mediation and arbitration. It is always enlightening, in the same way that is for a franchisor, to hear how someone else does it.
We then broke into three groups to discuss three hot topics:
1)
2)
3)

How we can support one another with international exhibitions.
Cross border membership – encouraging franchisors to join all associations.
Managing the process of constitutional change in associations.

The presentations and breakout discussion are really where I believe we gain great value. Sometimes it reaffirms that what you are doing it right,
but very often I find myself scribbling copious notes to bring home and look at how we can implement small, and sometimes bigger changes for the
better.
At this meeting I chaired the breakout discussion on international exhibitions. I thought we had a unique challenge here in the UK with two
competing companies running exhibitions in the marketplace but this is experienced in several countries around the world. Each association has a
background and history to be where they are today and we are no different. The conclusion of our discussion was to look at how to move to forward.
How to collectively, as a worldwide association, promote exhibitions to our members where they are looking at international expansion. How to make
the international exhibitions more visible and accessible. What the packages could look like and what the guidelines for promotion should be. My role
is draw up the notes of this discussion and present a paper to the Task Force at the first meeting of 2019 in Madrid.
I always return from the WFC feeling invigorated, sometimes stepping away from the day to day and speaking to your peers is great way to move
forward. In the last two years I have formed some strong relationships with my counterparts around the world and I am truly honoured to have the
opportunity to represent the bfa at these events. We are after all one of the largest, standards based associations in the world!
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EWIB
8:
Summary
The bfa practice what they preach with a little team camaraderie
Thursday 15th November saw the birth of the bfa’s Empowering Women in
Business 2018, and what better way to start that with three integral areas
impacting every business worldwide today.
Leadership, culture and wellbeing - Pip Wilkins, CEO and Emily Price, COO,
opened the event taking centre stage, sharing their inspirational journey
into leadership. Their open and honest approach garnered praise from
attendees, with many taking to twitter to applaud the powerful messages.
Stephanie Wheat from StephWheatHR said: “The most personal yet
powerful lesson yet from @Pipwilkins @BFA_UK. Wow #EWIB one of the
most impactful events I’ve been to,” Rebecca Young, from BLM,
commended the no holds barred presentation: “Great to start to
#EWIB2018 - a raw, genuine & honest viewpoint into the @BFA_UK, its
values and progression.”
The opening presentation set the tone for the day, with Pip going on to monitor a diverse and lively panel of
women that discussed the many aspects of leadership including role models, internal struggles and systemic
issues. The speakers throughout the day harnessed the increasing feelings of empowerment of the attendees,
such as the insightful talk about workplace culture from Franchise Development Consultant Laura Harvey Smith
to the lively presentation from sassy duo Toni Eastwood OBE and Pauline Stewart. Toni Eastwood founded
Beyond 2030, a talent and skills organisation with proven experience of developing businesses and individuals.
The pair pair ensured everyone participated in an exercise in which everyone wrote down on post-its what needs
to be burned away in their lives, such as self-doubt, inhibitions, and anything else holding them back.

Keynote speaker Tanya Byron rounded off the evening with a charismatic,
amusing and resonant speech, leaving everyone in the room with much
food for thought. A clinical psychologist professor, Tanya delved deep into
the human brain, pinpointing the exact ways in which women doubt
themselves and their abilities. One attendee who really captured the day
was Sara Chesters, Operations Manager at Ableworld, who tweeted: “Really
enjoyed attending the @BFA_UK #EWIB conference today! The speakers
were fantastic, especially @ProfTanya who was both informative and
entertaining! This message says it all really! Met some truly fantastic
ladies!”

But what is presented on stage is only a small part of the story, here’s another piece to the culture puzzle! –
Throughout September, October and November the entire bfa team have been participating in a ‘Great bfa Bake
off’ fabulous initiative that empowers everyone to have a go and more importantly encourages a weekly team
time out with a cup of tea, a yummy bake and a catch up.
To get your tummy rumbling a bit more, go to the next page to read all about it and see the winning cakes too!
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Bex Brings Home The
Battenberg at The
Great bfa Bake Off
Events Manager Rebekah Shawsun (Bex) rose to the occasion at
The Great bfa Bake Off competition, beating stiff opponents and
winning both Best Skill and the overall 2018 Star Baker award,
battering other bfa staff members after creating two types of triple
chocolate brownies – one with raspberry jam and white chocolate
butter cream in a Victoria sponge style – the other with cherry jam
and dark chocolate butter cream. This year, the cream really did
rise to the top.

Skill & Overall Winner - Bex

“Winning this was the icing on the cake for me” said Bex, upon the
presentation of her prizes.
She took home the dough (well, a Bake Off book and a
congratulatory spoon), in recognition of her efforts.
Other

winners

included

Charlie

Mitchell,

Marketing

&

Communications Executive, who won Best Appearance with her
decadent chocolate fudge cake, surrounded by Kit-Kats and
covered in M&Ms.
Most Creative went to Carly Liaromatis, Compliance Manager
Best Appearance - Charlie

(some of the other cakes would have failed her standards) with her
Halloween-inspired mix of all things sweet, and Best Taste (which,
let’s be honest, is the most important), went the PR Manager
Patrick Hulbert, with his exquisite deconstructed pavlova.
We won’t sugar coat this: some of the other efforts were halfbaked (sometimes literally), and when CEO Pip Wilkins didn’t win,
she whipped up a bit of a fuss, piping up, though she did
eventually yield. Some manipulations (we’re getting niche, now)
were attempted, but the integrity of the competition stood firm and
we sieved out the best entries.

Best Taste - Patrick

Next year, all of the other contestants hope to take a Leith out of
Bex’s book, with PR & Communications Executive Caitlin Cook
promising to make something with “more glitz, glamour, and a bit
more Hollywood.”
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Most Creative - Carly

Kickstart your
9 brand exposure
Before the National Franchise Exhibition this October, we ran a 61-page pilot digital
marketing campaign titled ‘Make Franchising Your Future’, targeting people with
entrepreneurial spirit and getting them engaged in a career in franchising.
Due to its success, we are running another digital campaign for publication in the
new year, focusing on people who have entrepreneurial spirit and are looking to
change career paths in 2019. This will be even bigger, with a larger digital push.
Click here to see our October Pilot results
What are the bfa doing?
The bfa - New You, New Career booklet will be produced and available online via
the bfa website. The guide will include the following sections that will be exposed
through a two-week social media campaign in the run up to The British &
International Franchise Exhibition (Olympia), targeting people looking to go into
business:
• Introduction to the bfa & membership/accreditation details
• Franchising due diligence advice and guidance
• Detailed explanation of the franchising sector and its development over the years
• Introduction to bfa member brands, both franchisors and professional advisors,
via case study related content
How you can get involved…
You can have a 1-page feature case study in the guide for £425+VAT.
With the theme being on people looking at changing careers and choosing franchising, the content that would work best would be to
have a case study led piece highlighting somebody or a few people who became a franchisee/s, making a career change in the
process. Professional advisors can write more around how they can help people thinking of moving into franchising for the first time.
Requirements
• 300 words containing either a franchisor or franchisee focused case study as outlined above, including opportunity overview
• Branding 1x company logo, and one relevant image (hi res) – you can send a selection, we will use one and send it to you to review
• Contact name, number, email and website to be included in a box.
Benefits
• A two-week online campaign to run w/c 14th January through to the exhibition on the Feb 2.
• Contributor features will be shared across the bfa website and social channels
Content Deadline
Wednesday, Dec 19, 2018. Please note, this deadline is final, and any contributions after this time will not be included.
During the design process, small amendments may need to be made for the copy to fit. You will always get to review and approve
the copy before publication.
To be included in this campaign or to find out more information, please contact press@thebfa.org or contact us directly on 01235
820470 and ask for our PR team.
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How franchisee
engagement can make
or break a business
- bfa Expert Led
Never underestimate the power of frachisee engagement. Whether you
throw an annual conference or send out a survey, it’s imperative for
franchise businesses to engage with their franchisees in some shape or
form. Franchisees are the backbone of the business, providing
(hopefully) excellent service/products to local areas and territories and
interacting with consumers on a day-to-day basis. This leads to a
valuable understanding of the needs of consumers as well as being able
to recognise gaps and opportunities within the business.
Many franchises offer annual meetings and conferences as a way of
strategising, building relationships and aligning business goals with
their franchisees. Julie Clabby, franchisor of Busylizzy, a club that offers
pregnancy and postnatal fitness sessions for both mothers and babies,
understands the importance of franchisee engagement. This is why she
holds regular forums in which the franchisees are invited to attend and
discuss aspects of their business. Julie says: “We hold quarterly forums
where we invite the Busylizzy network to come together and discuss
one element of the business that we feel either has an opportunity to
improve or become more efficient. It's a great chance for the franchise
owners to meet and catch up about the daily ups and downs of running
a business, as well as being part of its future.”
It’s a great chance for the franchisees to have creative input into the
business, contribute ideas, give feedback and be heard from by the rest
of the network, as well as the franchisor. Julie recognises the success
that has come out of the forums, with franchisee suggestions helping
the business grow.
“In 2018, our franchise owner spring forum resulted in us exploring and
developing a 1st birthday service for our members - we recognised that
70% of our clients have a baby under 12 months of age and we wanted
to offer additional services. This has resulted in a new revenue stream
for the franchise owners, more work for their team and a fabulous party
service for Busylizzy members. Likewise, in 2017 our franchise owner
forum resulted in the launch of a new pregnancy range of classes at
Busylizzy. ‘Mums to Bee’ pregnancy fitness classes now run across the
whole network and have increased the average engagement of a
Busylizzy member by seven months. It's been a huge success!”
Having the support of a network that wishes to see the business
strengthen, evolve and have an edge on the competition is a resource
that should be fully taken advantage of. The aim of engaging the
network is for everyone to benefit and be a part of the future. This will
improve franchisee satisfaction, and a happy network is a thriving
network, so what do you do that provides a listening and engaging
space for franchisees? It’s important to think about the various ways to
gain insight into your business, whether that be engaging in PR, with
franchisees or attending events, you should take it seriously, so ask
yourself, what do you do that engages your business and could you do
more?
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Chairman's Christmas Party
Annual General Meeting
Specialist Seminar

8

Creating an impact with Digital Marketing
On the 6th of December 2018 the bfa are bringing you three events in one day, we invite you to
join us for a day of learning and review at our specialist seminar and Annual General Meeting,
followed by an evening of fun, festivities and entertainment.

Specialist Seminar: Creating an impact with Digital Marketing
This educational event will focus on the following:
•

How to profile and find your ideal franchisee

•

Strategies around centralising your networks online marketing

•

Latest trends and future innovations – AI, VR & Voice Marketing

For those of you training for your QFP qualification this seminar is worth 100 QFP points.
Annual General Meeting
Join us for our Annual General Meeting, to review the year 2017/ 2018, appoint new board members and say goodbye to those who
will be moving on.The meeting will provide an insight into the operations and accounts of the bfa, and provide you with the
opportunity to ask the board questions about our practices and future objectives. Although it is a formal meeting, it can also be a
good opportunity to network with other members and affiliates, as well as meet board members and engage with the association.
Chairman's Christmas Party
Following the AGM the Chairman of the bfa, Trevor Brocklebank, will be hosting the Annual black tie Chairman’s Dinner. The dinner
is a fantastic opportunity to get to know your fellow bfa members, a mix of Franchisor, Franchisees and Affiliate members will be
attending the dinner. Aside from the networking and learning opportunities the Chairman's Christmas Party is the perfect way to
end the year and kick start the festive celebrations. Please join us for a drinks reception and 3 course meal, followed by speeches
and entertainment including a disco and photo booth. Why not reward your team and book a table of 10?

Book Your Places Here!
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ServiceMaster
Q&A
ServiceMaster were one of the franchisors that helped form the bfa in 1977 and are some of our the longest
standing members, bringing their their long list of subsidiary franchised businesses including: ServiceMaster
Clean, Rosemary Bookkeeping, TruGreen, Furniture Medic and Merry Maids all into bfa membership too.
Read below to see what ServiceMaster had to say on their time in franchising and within bfa membership too.

· Can you tell us about ServiceMaster’s origins, where and why did it start?
ServiceMaster was founded in 1929 in Illinois, as a moth proofing company by Marion E. Wade. It was incorporated in 1947 and
expanded in to franchised carpet cleaning in 1952. In 1959 ServiceMaster Clean came to the UK through its first office and began to
franchise throughout the UK soon after. Additional brands were added such as Merry Maids (1990), TruGreen (1990), Furniture Medic
(1996) and Rosemary Bookkeeping (2017). We’ve been franchising all of our 5 brands successfully ever since.
· How did ServiceMaster move into franchising?
ServiceMaster expanded in to franchising in 1952 after establishing that there was a need for professional carpet cleaning services in
both homes and businesses alike. The best way to deliver wide spread services was to franchise through individual business outlets.
Thus, ServiceMaster Clean Franchise was born. The other brands followed suit and were also franchised too.

· ServiceMaster was one of eight franchisors that helped to form the bfa in 1977, how has both franchising and the bfa
changed from your perspective since then?

Franchising has changed enormously in such a positive way. There are more franchisors to work with, more exciting franchise
opportunities to try your hand at and more budding entrepreneurs who are aware of what franchising is and the benefits of partnering
with a franchisor. The bfa has undoubtedly helped to grow the franchise sector since it was established in 1977 and it has been a
pleasure to be a part of this journey.
· You have ServiceMaster Clean, Rosemary Bookkeeping, TruGreen, Furniture Medic and Merry Maids all in bfa
membership, what benefit do you feel this has for these brands?

We have bfa membership with all 5 of our franchise brands. Being a member of the bfa brings recognition and credibility to bfa
accredited members. We can’t stress the importance of choosing to work with an ethical franchisor, and the bfa helps to ensure that
budding entrepreneurs have that visibility when making their decision of who to partner up with.
· Do you have any fun or memorable experiences from your time in membership?

Being a part of the bfa has allowed us to participate in many events including, seminars, training, forums and more. We’ve been able
to meet many franchisors, build strong relationships in the sector and learn many things along the way.
Our rich franchise history has also meant that we have had great opportunities to meet many famous faces too.
Being a member of the bfa continues to open new doors for us, it is a great association to be a part of.
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Competition Winner:
Top Tips to Keep Your
Branding on Point
- by Annabel Dunster of Hamilton Pratt, Expert Led
In October's edition of FBI we ran our "Who Said This?" competition with "Courage is knowing what not to fear" as the quote to
answer - Annabel Dunster of Hamilton Pratt guessed correct with Plato and has kindly written us the below feature. If you'd like to
be in with a chance of winning November's competition, flick to the back page and find out this month's competition!
Branding is one of the most important elements of a franchise model. Brand awareness is more relevant than ever, and the ability
to use a known and established brand is arguably the biggest draw to prospective franchisees. In this context, it is essential to
ensure that branding is used appropriately and is not unlawfully exploited or put at risk.
Some of the most important steps to consider when it comes to protecting your branding are set out below.
· Register your trade mark!
When setting up a franchise, it is imperative that any distinctive elements of the branding are registered. This will usually involve the brand name
and the logo.
Registration is important because without it, the franchisor will have no way to prevent third parties from misusing its branding. There would also
be a risk that someone else might register a similar trade mark, and then use that to commence infringement proceedings against the franchisor
and its franchisees.
Trade marks must be renewed every ten years. The renewal date should be diarised and a timely renewal application filed.
· Provide franchisees with suitable licences
You should ensure that your franchise agreement adequately protects you from franchisees ‘adapting’ your branding. Franchisees should be given
a clear framework as to what they are and are not permitted to do with the franchisor’s brand. The agreement should cover matters such as:
o What the franchisee is permitted to use: set out exactly what elements of the trade marks and/or other branding the franchisee has a right to
use;
o The products and/or services in relation to which the franchisee is permitted to use the branding;
o Strict limitations on alterations to the branding: so that the franchisee cannot make changes to, for example, colour schemes or sizing;
o Limitations on where the franchisee is permitted to use the branding, for example if it may only be used on authorised vans, from the business’
premises, etc.;
o If the franchisor undergoes a rebranding exercise, a requirement for the franchisee to update the branding used in its franchise business.
· Enforce those requirements within the network
If a franchisee is making unauthorised use of the branding this harms the network as a whole. Franchisors should monitor their franchisees’
activities, and if any breaches are discovered concerning the use of branding, the franchisor should take swift action. Depending on the
seriousness of the franchisee’s actions, sending a letter detailing their breach of contract is often sufficient to bring them ‘back in line’. In a more
serious case, it may be necessary to terminate the franchise agreement, or even commence court action, in order to protect the brand, but that
should always be a last resort.
Franchisors should also ensure that post-termination provisions preventing franchisees from continuing to use the franchisor’s brand are rigorously
monitored and enforced.
· Prevent infringement by third parties
There are two ways in which the activities of third parties should be monitored. First, franchisors should take action against anyone who attempts
to use branding which is similar to or the same as the franchisor’s brand. This is usually by way of a ‘cease and desist’ letter, with legal action
commenced if necessary. Secondly, franchisors should monitor and review any trade mark applications which contain elements similar to their
own. If appropriate, you could then object to the registration of their trade mark.
Franchisors should encourage communication with franchisees concerning the actions of third parties. If franchisees are confident that the
franchisor will work with them to protect the brand, they will be more likely to approach the franchisor if they discover infringement by a third
party. The franchisor may even wish to delegate enforcement to its franchisees.
· Conclusion
Effective use of branding is a vital part of maintaining the franchise’s brand. Following the steps above will assist in maximising your franchise’s
brand awareness and keeping the network happy.
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8 bfa NatWest
Franchise Survey
ready to roll out

Imminently the 33rd set of franchise survey stats, in partnership with NatWest, will be unveiled. While the bfa
cannot give out the specific details just yet, what we can say is that the findings are very positive, with the
entire report showing growth in key areas, and paint a picture showing that, in the modern world, franchising
is streets ahead of the wider business world in enabling opportunities for a far more diverse range of people,
genders and ages, facilitating out-of-work commitments and allowing people to successfully live their personal
and professional lives side-by-side.
There is also strong evidence to show that once somebody becomes a franchisee, they see the benefits the
sector provides, staying and growing the sector at large.
Pip Wilkins, CEO of the bfa, is very pleased with the survey results: “While I’m not in a position to go into
specifics just yet, the survey results confirm what we have noticed in the sector over the past few years.
“Some stats show record growth, and there are other areas which were more stagnant historically which have
seen positive, seismic shifts, showing franchising enables people from all walks of life.”
“The stats will be live soon, and we can share the report in its entirety.
“In the background, the PR team at the bfa have been working furiously to promote the franchising sector,
getting in touch with the network to help facilitate pitches and tirelessly working to get stories ready to roll out
in the interest of our members. This is ongoing and they will ensure that franchising is kept at the forefront of
conversations across the UK.”
The official launch date of the survey will be coming out in due course.
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bfa HSBC
Awards
9
Recognising the best in franchising
The UK's most distinguished & established franchise award programme is returning
once again in 2019, bigger and better than ever before.
With the entries opening on the 7th January 2019 for both franchisor and franchisee
categories, it will be worth starting to think about your entry now...

Keep your eyes on the bfa's social media and website for an Awards Advent campaign
from Monday 3rd December and for further details and entry details
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How the QFP ualification
aids your professional
development
- bfa Expert Led
What weight does obtaining a Qualified Franchise Professional (QFP) hold in the industry? How does it aid you in your day-to-day
role? Why should you invest time into acquiring it? In this article we speak to two people who have a QFP about how it has helped
their personal development.
What is it?
A Qualified Franchise Professional certificate is a signifier that you have attended key events throughout the year related to the qualification, got
involved in key topics, and learned from qualified instructors who can help you get a deeper grasp of the industry. You may feel like you know a
great deal about franchising without the qualification, and you may have many years of experience, but you should never stifle your professional
development and this qualification is formal recognition of your sustained effort to enrich your knowledge and experience in franchising.
You can read all the specifics, along with testimonials, below.
Enhancing your personal development
As well as recognition in the industry, you also have the benefits of enhancing your knowledge in the franchising industry, helping the business
you work for develop in the sector, talk about effective business approaches in the workshops, gain a competitive edge against businesses that
do not enrol staff on the QFP and even increased employment opportunities.
Who is it open to?
The QFP was developed for people in the franchising industry, including professional advisors to the industry, franchisors, directors, managers
and franchisee support staff, as well as franchisees themselves. However, the QFP qualification is only available to members of the bfa, and its
staff.
How do I get the qualification?
Over a period of three years, you must accumulate 3,000 points. The minimum you can obtain per year is 800. There are core events run
throughout the year, and these must be attended, as well as the Annual Conference. Once you have attended all of these and are close to 3,000
points, you will be invited to attend an interview. On the successful completion of this, and finally notching up 3,000 points, you then become a
QFP.
How do I keep this qualification?
To keep the QFP, you need to demonstrate Continuous Professional Development (CPD). To do this, you need to attend events and accumulate a
minimum of 600 points per year. This ensures you keep up to speed on latest practices and continue to develop.

Mu’azzam Ali, Director of Marketing and cofounder of the Little Dessert Shop, which
serves everything sweet, believes thee
qualification benefits his business:
“After becoming bfa affiliated it made sense to take
part in the QFP. Attending lectures and networking
events gave me the opportunity to learn from other
professionals and gain valuable insight into the
franchising industry as a whole. It increased my
knowledge around developing best practice and
enabled me to better select and support franchisees.
I was able to fit it in with my work commitments
and I can now develop better strategies for the
long-term future of the business.”

Hannah Banfield QFP, Head of Marketing at
ServiceMaster Franchise Support Centre, a
company that specialises in carpet, upholstery
and hard floor cleaning, explains why the
company have enrolled some of its staff on
the course:
“ServiceMaster has invested in our senior
leadership team so that all have acquired, or are
currently undertaking, the QFP qualification and we
believe it will help us demonstrate our expertise
and professionalism to investors and existing
franchise partners, positioning us as bone fide
experts in our field. On a personal level, I’ve also
enjoyed learning from others on the courses and
have formed some strong bonds with other industry
professionals through the learning journey.”

Pam Gordon QFP, Franchise Development and Recruitment
Consultant at The Franchising Centre, which help people on
their franchising journey in numerous ways, explained that
even though she has so much experience in franchising, the
QFP qualification helped her learn new skills, too:
“I gained my QFP in 2017, after 18 years within the franchise
sector. It felt fantastic to have some recognition for the experience
gained over those years. I should also add that by attending the bfa
accredited training it helped to reinforce some of those practical
learning experiences, together with the benefit of new ideas from the
trainers and the other would-be QFP attendees who worked within
franchising from different sectors and industries.
“As I now work as a Franchise Consultant and am talking to would-be
and existing franchisors, the QFP is an added endorsement of my
experience and also my commitment to franchising and advising them
in an ethical and hopefully ‘modern’ way. To maintain the QFP I have
to attend a certain number of sector events and this ensures that I am
also committed to my own ongoing franchising knowledge
development. It highlights to clients that I’m not advising them with
experience that’s out of date.”

Sign Up
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Competition...
Can you answer this?
Q: When did the bfa form?
Think you know the answer to this question? If you do, let us know and be in with a chance to
contribute to the next edition of FBI (Franchisor's, Franchisee's, Suppliers and Affiliates all
welcome).
E-mail answers to mailroom@thebfa.org
Deadline: Friday 7th December

Dates to add to the calendar:
2018:
Monday 3rd - Friday 14th December - Franchise Awards Advent Campaign
Thursday 6th December - Chairman's Christmas Party, AGM and Specialist Seminar
Thursday 13th - Friday 14th December - How to Understand Franchisees Financial Performance QFP Course
2019:
Friday 7th January - bfa HSBC Franchise Awards, entries officially open
Friday 1st - Saturday 2nd February - The British & International Franchise Exhibition
Friday 15th - Saturday 16th February - The National Franchise Exhibition
Friday 8th February - bfa HSBC Franchise Awards, entries close
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